MOST POPULAR SOFA TYPES AT OLSON AND BAKER

Between a two seat sofa and an armchair, perfect for snuggling up with a good book! Typically big enough for one adult and a small child.

**LOVESEAT SOFA**
Perfect for smaller living spaces, snugs and waiting areas. Generally enough room for two adults.

**TWO-SEAT SOFAS**
Our most popular sofa size, lots of space to get comfortable. The ideal size for three adults.

**THREE-SEAT SOFAS**
Full flexibility, great for open plan spaces as you can change the layout to suit your interior! Typically a better option for large families, three to five adults and more awkward shaped areas.

**MODULAR SOFAS**
A three and two seat sofa combined, giving a 270 degree view and lots of leg room for relaxing. The “go to” for larger families and more social households. Typically seating four to six adults.

**CORNER SOFAS**
Similar to Corner Sofas, however with a chaise as opposed to a full corner at one side. Generally a Chaise sofa seats less than corners sofas, three to four adults.

**CHAISE SOFAS**
Fantastic for those with limited space who like to host guests. A sofa bed will typically be a two or three seat sofa by day and a double or king sized bed at night!

**SOFA BEDS**

USEFUL NOTE
Size - For more lounge/relaxed seating opt for lower arms, deeper seats and low backs. For more formal and supported seating seek higher backs, arms and more modest seat depths.

USEFUL NOTE
Deliveries - To check access for the delivery of your sofa, walk the route to the desired room and measure all corridors, stairs and doorways.

USEFUL NOTE
Point of View in Descriptions - When referring to “Right” or “Left” sides of a sofa, the point of view is taken as if looking at/facing the front of the sofa.

www.olsonbaker.com